
London to Brighton 2013 race report 

Race is probably the wrong word for a 100km run as aside from the half dozen uber-competitives the only 

thing you are trying to beat is your own inbuilt and entirely reasonable desire to sack it off and go and have 

a cup of tea. I kept that thought in my head as I watched about forty runners tear into the first 10km of the 

route at a pace that probably appeared, to a casual observer, comically pedestrian but to me seemed to 

straddle the fine line between hopelessly optimistic and suicidal.  

I have been asked countless times over the last few months, ‘How can you run 62miles?’ I always reply ‘I 

use the Alice in Wonderland technique “Begin at the beginning and go on till you come to the end: then 

stop”’. In reality, standing at the start line knowing I had anything up to 15hrs on my feet ahead of me I 

found denial and distraction quite successful. 

I hadn’t got off to a good start as my smugly selected bargain hotel in Hounslow turned out to be in the 

middle of an urban warzone between two rival factions of drum and bass enthusiasts. The room was hotter 

than the surface of the sun but every time I opened the anti-suicide windows the two inches I was allowed I 

was greeted by a cacophony of sirens, hollering and booming brown note sub frequencies.  

After a fitful 4-5 hours’ sleep I awoke to a glorious sunny morning, excitement and apprehension and a fat 

lady without shoes screaming at a dishevelled man in the car park opposite. With my mobile larder all 

carefully packed into little bags, both my drinks bladders full to brimming and my spare socks and vest for 

the halfway point I waited outside the hotel for my taxi. Then I waited some more. Then I went back inside 

and phoned them again. Then 15 minutes late he arrived. I arrived on site with ten minutes to spare only to 

spend 13 minutes trying to drop my bag off, all the time panicking I would miss the start. 

Fortunately, and I don’t imagine I will ever repeat this sentence; Mr Motivator came to my rescue. He was 

currently over running on his mass warm up, which involved about eighty balding middle-aged men doing 

dynamic calf stretches to blasting house music (see below), and I got to the start line in time. The compare 

of the event was a man who was once Spider off Coronation Street dressed as a ringmaster who played his 

part with all the gusto of a true professional but with the haunted eyes of despair of a man whose phone 

hasn’t rung very often for the last ten years. ‘Spider’ wished us well and ‘Motivator’ demonstrated that 

when you have built a career saying ’1 and 2 and 3 and 4’, counting down from five is harder than it looks; 

then we were off. 



The first few miles of the route followed the Thames up stream as it meandered south and the 80 or so 

runners who went off in the first wave with me all tried to find their own rhythms. Some settled quicker 

than others and I had to concentrate hard not to get sucked into an unsustainable pace. At that time in the 

morning London was uncharacteristically quiet and the peace helped calm nerves. About 5 miles in I was 

passed by a man in a Help for Heroes vest looking so confident he inspired a conversation with a couple of 

guys nearby. We all decided he would either win or end up on a respirator. 
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A few miles further on we turned in land and through suburbia for half an hour before pulling in to the first 

checkpoint. It was still so early in the event but it was the first tick off a list and a psychological boost. After 

‘carb loading’ at Jimmy’s World Buffet the day before I had felt like a space hopper for the first 90 minutes, 

but after the checkpoint I felt better and pushed on to the next stop at 25km where I was expecting my first 

supporters. I past a few runners but in an event of this length you always know positions don’t count for 

anything until the last few kilometres. 

We wended our way slowly through leafy streets and parks ticking off miles and chatting intermittently 

with whoever was running the same pace as you at that moment and the long distance background noise 

ache set in to my legs. 

At 2 hours and 20 minutes I swung into the first spectator checkpoint roughly a quarter of the way through. 

My parents and my brother and his girlfriend were waiting to clap me in and I was grateful for the support 

and buoyed by seeing familiar faces. I quickly swapped my buff for a visor against the brightening sky and 

refilling my bladder and got going as quickly as possible. Leaving the rest stop we set out into the 

countryside and from there on it was mostly rural idyll. 



 

The next thing I remember was coming into the next checkpoint about 12km later. I am sure I ran for about 

an hour and a quarter but I can’t for the life of me remember any of it. I was listening to 6music and 

checking off kilometre markers.  

I was struggling to take enough food on as it was warm and I was drinking a lot so constantly felt full. On 

top of that I was using a different brand of sausage as fuel and the skins were thicker than I was used to so 

every mouthful took longer and induced considerably more borderline terminal choking than usual. As 

early as 38km I was starting to flag. So the massive array of sweets and chocolate bars on offer at the 

checkpoint were a welcome relief. Two Cadburys caramel bunnies and a cup of tea later I felt good. 

I completed the first 42km (26.2 miles) in 4hours 18 minutes which was exactly the same time it took me to 

do my first marathon in 2007; only on that occasion I sat down immediately and couldn’t walk straight for 

three days, now I had to run the equivalent of back to the start and then another ten miles. I was still, 

however, bang on my best-case 10 minute mile schedule. As I was as I passed the 30mile mark on 5 hours 

and 1 minute. 

The generously labelled ‘halfway’ point came at just over 57km; a point that had escaped the overly 

enthusiastic not once semi-famous midpoint ringmaster, who insisted on pouncing on as many beleaguered 

competitors as possible and asking them how it felt to reach the 50km point. This, for some unknown 

reason made my mother apoplectic to the extent she visibly cringed every time he greeted another gasping 

victim. 

I normally prefer low-key races and would rather be clapped by a lone dog walker than a horde of frenzied 

spectators. However after over six hours running, being met by Suzy and Isabelle with a massive banner 

really lifted my spirits. With a change of socks and kit and replenished food stocks I left with just a 

marathon distance left to cover. 



Unfortunately I couldn’t get going again. I walked and walked telling myself that at the next corner or apex I 

would start running again. But however positive I was I could not lift my legs up. The minutes drained away 

and the kilometre markers seemed painfully far apart. I shuffled for a bit and then walked again. I started to 

wonder how long t would take to finish at this rate. But during that half an hour, whilst I crawled no more 

than two miles, no one came past and my shuffling periods between walking spells got longer. Slowly but 

surely I ground the miles away. Suddenly I realised I was at 43 miles; the furthest I had ever run and I was 

feeling good again. What’s more the running was fantastic, gently undulating trails through woods and 

crossing streams and rivers. 

 

At about 46 miles near disaster struck. On some wooden stairs in a glade I slipped on the greasy surface 

and landed heavily on my right leg. I stayed upright but jarred my right knee. Over the next 3 or 4 miles the 

pain grew until I had to take enforced walk breaks every quarter of a mile.  

When I reached fifty miles I called Suzy to say I was close to the last check point at 54 miles but that it 

might still take me an hour and could she have some ibruprofen ready. Even still, I had passed another 

landmark and despite the pain I was going to finish. 

Even an unintended detour due to an errant arrow on an otherwise impeccably marked route losing me 

five minutes in a cul de sac didn’t deter me and as I jogged down the track into the last checkpoint at 88km 

I was feeling good. I collected another cup of tea, the many mile overdue ibruprofen and an extremely 

apposite packet of spicy space raiders Suzy had bought from a garage and I left with relaxed confidence 

that I may have slipped a long way off schedule but I would go to bed that night having run 100km. 

Then I saw this badass! 

 



 



It doesn’t look much now but after nearly 11hours running I could have cried. So I walked, ate my crisps and 

drunk my tea and at the top I looked back and but for the curvature of the earth I could see the whole 

90km behind me. 

 

And more importantly I could see the sea. Just. 

 



I looked at my watch and had a crazy thought. If I ran the last 10km in 57 minutes I would be inside 12 

hours. Maybe it was adrenaline, maybe it was euphoria, probably it was the ibruprofen, but I tore into the 

challenge. I ploughed through to 93km in 15minutes passing three, unsurprisingly startled runners. Then 

the gradient ramped up again and I was forced into a walk.  

The clock was ticking on my arbitrary self-imposed deadline so I forced myself on and passed 95km on 

11:33. Furiously calculating in my oxygen deprived and delirious head I kept moving. At 97km I phoned Suzy 

to blurt out some nonsense along the lines of feeling like a machine and pushed on. At 98km I could see the 

racecourse stand that marked the finish and could no longer see any one behind me. With just half a dozen 

minutes spare I crossed the road and joined the track. 

Somewhere along the route I had bought a mint Magnum from a newsagents and been clapped by an 

entire beer garden and consoled a man with a twisted ankle and been stared down by an angry cow and 

passed about three wedding parties in pretty villages and a hundred other things, but it’s all a bit of a 

jumble in my head. 

I know the answer to the question ‘How do you run 62miles?’ now. You just do. I crossed the line on 12 

hours 0 minutes and 42 seconds, close enough. I was 17th across the line but there may have been a few in 

later waves who ran quicker. Ultimately it’s not about the position, it’s not even really about the time, it’s 

about the run. 

 


